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Workers’ Health and Safety Legal Clinic exists to promote and provide access to justice 

to low income non-union workers/organizations by providing advice, representation, 

public legal education and law reform concerning occupational health and safety and 

related workplace laws through consistently high quality services in a cost-effective, 

efficient and innovative manner. 

 

The Clinic’s activities in pursuit of those goals are described below under the following 

headings: 

 

1. Casework 

 

2. Outreach (including networking, community development and education) 

 

3. Law Reform 

 

 

1. CASEWORK/ADVICE          

 

Our casework statistics have increased in tandem with improvements to our Client 

Information Management System (“CIMS”). 

 

As well we continued to use FEG funds to have a Spanish speaking articling student 

that we co-fund with the Centre for Spanish Speaking Peoples. As a result, we have 

reached more Spanish speaking low wage workers and assisted them with their 

employment issues.  

 

We continue to represent people at hearings and mediations within and outside the 

GTA in OLRB section 50 reprisals, ESA terminations, Ontario Human Rights Tribunal 

as well as WSIAT matters and Small Claims Court wrongful dismissal matters.  

 

The Clinic also appeared before the Supreme Court of Canada as an Intervenor in the 

matter of Canada Post Corporation v. CUPW.  This case was about the inspection role 

of joint health and safety committees in federal sector work as well as the definition 

of “workplace” in the Canada Labour Code.  A decision has not yet been issued. 

 

Casework/Advice Statistical Review: 

 

The increase in Clinic staff has definitely impacted our statistics. We are growing and 

helping more people than ever gain access to justice: 

 

 Number of Casework Staff/Comparison of Annual Statistics:  

 

2018-2019 4 lawyers, 1 articling student, and 1 part time articling student 

 

2017-2018  3 lawyers, 2 articling students and 1 part time articling student 
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 Casework Statistics for the 12 month periods ending: 

   

March 31, 2019  March 31, 2018 

    

 Cases/Advice 342*  Cases/Advice 328      

       
*Many March 2019 cases/advice were entered into the CIMS system after March 31, 2019 

when CIMS was further upgraded and are, therefore, not reflected in this number. 

 

 

2. OUTREACH/PUBLIC LEGAL EDUCATION       
 

Genevieve D’Iorio, a long time clinic volunteer continues as a part-time CLW solely 

devoted to providing public legal education (ple) in Ontario focussed mainly on the 

GTA 20 hours a week. 

  

Genevieve’s public legal education sessions in the community focus on occupational 

health and safety and other workplace law. 

 

Our Funding Application for 2018-2019 reported that we continue to provide ple 

sessions due to our well established connections to community organizations and 

educational institutions that provide job readiness training and other programs.   

 

Public Legal Education Statistics for the 12 month periods ending: 

 

March 31, 2018 209 speaking engagements 2,387 participants* 

 

March 31, 2019 249 speaking engagements 3,822 participants 

 

*Prior to CIMS upgrades (accounts for lower statistics) 

 

Clinic Staff continue to work with other groups who share similar goals and objectives.  

These groups are: 

 

1. Workers’ Compensation Network 

2. Toronto Injured Workers Advocacy Group (TIWAG) 

3. O.F.L. Health and Safety Committee 

4. Provincial Workers’ Rights Advocacy Group 

5. Institute of Work and Health and Occupational Health Clinic for Ontario 

Workers (OHCOW) 

6. Prevention Program Review Group 

7. Prevention Council 

8. Experience Rating Working Group 
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In keeping with tradition, every year Clinic lawyers speak about new developments in 

WSIB and OH&S on the Labour News Program, which runs for an hour at 8:00 p.m. 

every Thursday night on 1610 AM Radio, Voces Latinas.  

 

 

3. LAW REFORM           

 

The Clinic continues to promote improved occupational health and safety laws and 

their enforcement.  As well, we promote improved WSIB laws on behalf of our client 

community. 2018-19 afforded the opportunity to promote law reform with the 

emergence of the Changing Workplaces Review Report. The Clinic’s law reform 

activities are as follows: 

 

(i) Oral submissions regarding  Ontario’s Strategic Plan for Occupational Health 

and Safety;   

 

(ii) Oral  submissions to the Ministry of Labour concerning Safe At Work 

(Prevention/enforcement); 

 

(iii) Oral submissions in reference to  WSIB Appeal Procedures and WSIB Policies; 

 

(iv) Oral submissions on Ministry of Labour enforcement role as part of the 

Occupational Health and Safety Strategy; 

 

(v) Oral submissions on WSIB to the Minister of Labour; 

 

(vi) Oral and written submission on WSIB’s fatal claims policy; 

 

(vii) Written submissions  to the Ombudsman to challenge WSIB’s Cannabis Policy; 

 

(viii) Oral and written submissions to the Minister of Labour concerning prevention 

of post-traumatic stress disorder amongst joint health and safety committee 

members tasked with investigating workplace accidents and critical injuries. 

 

(ix) Oral submission to the Minister of Labour on employer training  accreditation; 

 

(x) Written submissions to the WSIB to address excessive delay in 

implementation of WSIB ARO decisions and WSIAT decisions. 

 

 

4. MEMBERSHIP REPORT          
 

As of August 1, 2019 the Clinic had 184 members and a newsletter mailing list of 

approximately 200 names of individuals and organizations. 
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5. LEGAL AID ONTARIO          
 

Because of the LAO Articling Student Lottery, we had one-time funding for an articling 

student, Toni-Ann Simpson for a ten month term that ended during May 2019. 

Previously we had surplus FEG funding which had allowed us to hire two articling 

students for the 2017-18 term.  

 

Due to LAO funding changes, at the time of the writing of this report, August 2019, 

we have only the one shared articling student with CSSP.  As well, we lost one lawyer 

position due to attrition. We cannot re-hire due to LAO funding reduction. 

 

 

6. PARTNERSHIP WITH CSSP         
 

During June 2016, the Clinic began a two year partnership with the Centre for Spanish 

Speaking Peoples (CSSP) and provided training and support to the project which had 

received $140,000.00 funding by the Ministry of Labour OHSPIP to hire a Spanish 

speaking social justice lawyer on a two year contract. The project was successful in 

doing outreach, public legal education, advice and representation to undocumented 

young Spanish speaking workers who were engaged in hazardous work. 

 

WHSLC 2018 Annual Report reported that we applied for LAO FEG funds to continue 

the project. This story has a bitter-sweet ending:  We were granted $150,000.00 and 

hired a lawyer and outreach worker.  During June 2019, just four months into the 

program, LAO cut our 2019-20 budget by $200,000.  To cope with this 24% cut, 

effective retroactively to April 1, 2019 we cut this program and laid off the two 

workers effective June 28, 2019. 

 

 

* * * * * 


